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VACUUM EXCAVATORS
FROM THE INDUSTRY-LEADING INNOVATOR

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES
REVERSE FLOW VACUUM 
PUMP/BLOWER

 + Positive Displacement Blower

 + Fast tank emptying

 + Blow obstructions out
of vacuum hose

 + Backflush filters for
quick, easy cleaning

HYDRAULIC BOOM

 + Optional feature on all
standard machines

 + Strongest boom in its class

 + Available with tethered or wireless
multi-function remote control

 + Extends 10' to 14'

RUGGED, COMPACT, LOW-PROFILE, 
BALANCED DESIGNED CONSTRUCTION

 + Good visibility for driver

 + Stability in rough locations

 + Custom designed heavy-
duty frames

 + Largest axle capacity in its class

 + Narrow frame

 + Low tongue weight for easy towing

FILTER

 + Can be back-flushed on the job

 + Very low back-pressure — gets
your horsepower to the job

 + Built-in cyclonic separator

 + Nano-fiber coated for efficient
and effective cleaning, 
via backflush or wash

PATENTED VIPER 
POTHOLE TOOL

 + The VIPER Potholing Tool is a
Patented Ring-O-Matic exclusive

 + Potholes a 4' deep hole
in about a minute

 + Uses a patented high quality
rotating nozzle to shoot 3,500 
psi water into the earth while a 
powerful vacuum simultaneously 
removes the spoil.

 + Comes in standard or
dielectric options

PREMIUM SILENCER PACKAGE

 + Only 81 dbA

 + Reduced noise complaints
from work site neighbors 
and machine operators

POWER DOOR LOCK

 + Hydraulically actuated

 + Single button operation

POSITIVE DISPLACEMENT 
VACUUM PUMP/BLOWER

 + Runs cooler for longer life

 + Compact sturdy design

 + Continuous duty and
maximum reliability

 + Larger oil capacity

 + Low noise

POWERFUL WATER PUMP

 + 6.0 gpm and 4,000 psi capability

 + 40% more cutting power
than competitors

 + Most powerful water
pump in its class

POWERED BY

For unexcelled performance 
and reliability

850VX model shown

Call your nearest 
Wagner Rents store

for rates and availbility

1-800 RENT CAT
1-800-736-8228




